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in his first-ever movie, wayne dyer explores the spiritual journey in the second half of life when we long
to find the purpose that is our unique contribution to the world. the powerful shift from the ego

constructs we are taught early in life by parents and societywhich promote an emphasis on achievement
and accumulationare shown in contrast to a life of meaning, focused on serving and giving back. filmed
on coastal californias spectacular monterey peninsula, the shift captures every peoples mid-life longing
for a more purposeful, soul-directed life. the shift also is an inspiring call for a new kind of spirituality,

one that is realistic, action-oriented, and results-oriented. the shift is not a new age film. it is a film about
new age thinking and living. it brings together in one place the best of both worlds: traditional spiritual
teachings, eastern philosophy, and modern psychology and psychiatry. the shift also is an inspiring call

for a new kind of spirituality, one that is realistic, action-oriented, and results-oriented. you need no
longer be a slave to the limitations and fears that prevent you from living the life of your dreams. when

wayne says, what is true for you is true for everyone, he is reminding us that we can all choose to
change our lives and live the life we want. as wayne explains, it all starts with a shift in our thinking--and
that is what this book is all about. in this important program, wayne shares how you can change your life

and how to set goals and accomplish them in an effective, practical manner. here is the book wayne
dyer has always wanted to write, a book that has been a dream since he started working with his first

group of clients back in 1982. that dream is now a reality. it is a book about the shift. it is about the shift
of awareness. it is about the shift of consciousness. it is about the shift. it is about you. and it is about

me. this book is for you. this book is for us. this book is for all of us. this is a book about the shift.
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in the book making the shift,
wayne dyer reveals how we can
shift from the demands of the

ego to a more conscious,
purposeful existence. he shows
how we can reawaken our inner
child, reclaim our dreams, and

take control of our lives by
developing a life-enhancing

philosophy, setting and achieving
goals, and taking charge of our
lives. in this life-changing book,
wayne dyer reveals how we can

make the shift from the demands
of the ego to a more conscious,
purposeful existence. he reveals
how we can reclaim our dreams,

take charge of our lives, and
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reclaim our power. in the book
making the shift, wayne dyer
reveals how we can make the
shift from the demands of the

ego to a more conscious,
purposeful existence. he reveals
how we can reclaim our dreams,

take charge of our lives, and
reclaim our power. in the first

section, wayne dyer explains that
it is very normal and natural to
be seeking to improve certain

aspects of our lives. however, in
doing so, we can get stuck in

certain patterns of thinking. he
goes on to explain what these
patterns are and why we get

stuck in them. i found this very
interesting and helpful. he goes

into great depth about the
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subconscious mind and how it
plays a huge part in our thinking
and actions. he explained that
you can learn certain thinking

patterns that you have adopted
from others and which are a part
of your belief system. once you
have identified these, you can

then re-program your own
subconscious mind to believe
that you can change. this can

then help to change your
thinking patterns and motivate
you to take positive action. he

also discusses how, with practice,
we can change our thinking

patterns and, most importantly,
our results. 5ec8ef588b
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